
Winter was slowly receding, February [1973] yielded to March 
and my birthday approached.  When the weather cooperated,  I  experi-
mented with kite-flying. I hate the kites that are available today. I just 
want a diamond-shaped kite, paper or plastic doesn’t really matter to me, 
and two sticks to cross in the back.  I’ll  tie them together where they 
cross, punch a small hole where they cross to attach the kite string and tie 
a strip of cloth to the stick at the bottom of the kite and add or subtract  
cloth depending on the wind and other conditions that affect stability. 
Once I have that complete, that kite’s going up easy, even in a very light 
breeze. As I would wind out the string off of its roll to the end, I’d tie 
more string and wind that out and repeat the process until I was satisfied 
in the length or concerned about how long it would take me to wind it  
back in. One Saturday afternoon during this year I had a kite with three 
rolls of string attached and wound on a stick – a stick being easier to 
wind and unwind – and put the kite up with all the string unwound. It  
easily stretched from the barren field across the street, over our house, 
over the houses across the front street and probably dangling above the 
little pond area of the lake behind those houses. I was sure I had close to 
nine hundred feet of string unwound. The wind seemed steady and so did 
the kite, so I shoved the stick deep into the ground and let the kite fly it-
self. I checked it every once in a while until dark and decided to leave it 
up. I got out of bed the next morning, threw on some clothes, socks and 
shoes and went out the door to the backyard and across the street. Once I 
got into the field I could see the string stretching into the air and there  
was the kite, still pitching back and forth, like it was saying, “Hey, man,  
sleep well?” My brother and some of the neighbors saw me pulling the 
kite in and wondered why I had gotten up so early to fly a kite.

“Hell, man,” I said, “I’m pulling it in after I let it fly all night!”
“No s***!” they said.
Yeah, no s***. Have you ever done that? A few weeks later, after 

I continually would unwind the kite and let it fly itself while I played 
basketball or baseball or some other thing, some body cut the string and 
put the kite in a tree in one of the yards way across the front street. I  
chalked it up to jealousy, which is a condition you can’t fight, because 
everybody knew that kite-flying for me was a piece of cake. I can just go 
out and get another kite, put all my customizations on it, have it in the air 
with ease and soon be kicking your would-be kite-flyin’ ass in no time.
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